IM#: 13-0004592

SIMPLE TABLES
Tables

At turnstone, we believe space and
culture are game-changing ingredients
for companies young and old, large and
small. That’s why we’re focused on helping
entrepreneurs leverage their culture and
their space to accelerate business results,
and on helping intrapreneurs activate a
sense of startup culture to do the same.

Passion
Passion is at the core of startup culture. Whether it's passion
for community, revenue or environment, this focus becomes

STARTUP CULTURE +
SIMPLE TABLES

the heart of the business and the rally cry for the team.

For busy teams in fast-paced environments, simplicity

Personality

results. Turnstone Simple Tables help create additional

For many entrepreneurs, the simple act of incorporating

cafe seating in a flash, keeping you focused on the

photos and personal items to the space is a first step

thing that matters most: running your business.

and agility are foundational to progress and measurable
project spaces, impromptu meeting rooms and extra

toward putting personality on display. Taken a step further,
personality can include commissioned artwork, custom
colors, reclaimed wood and rich surface materials.
Authenticity
The freedom to truly be yourself without compromise is the

WHAT IS STARTUP CULTURE?
People are passionate about meaningful work. We
take work home and take home to work, erasing lines
and cross-pollinating our lives. We want everything we
do to feel authentic and actively seek ways to let our
personalities shine through—especially in the office.
These hallmarks of startup culture begin with the belief that
work can happen anywhere, and that having the freedom
to choose where to work is foundational to authenticity.

holy grail of the startup ecosystem. Authenticity recognizes
that each person brings diversity to the team, and it
intentionally celebrates the individuality of each person, the
way they work and their unique creative contributions.
Agility
Startup culture depends on an agile physical environment
that allows nimble movement between standing height tables,
impromptu meeting spaces and traditional desking solutions.
But equally important is the agile support of innovation
and strategy pivots directly impacting business results.
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SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL
With three tabletop shapes and three heights to support
sitting, standing or lounging, Simple Tables are easy
to customize for an authentic work experience.

IM#: 17-0077759

FOR ANY KIND OF WORK
Simple Tables support group and solo spaces in the office,
allowing you to create a variety of standing height, seated or
lounge settings, giving your team total choice and control.
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IM#: 17-0077736

IM#: 13-0004573

IM#: 13-0004587

VERSATILITY, SIMPLIFIED
Versatile and dependable, Simple Tables are available with
casters or gliders, so rearranging your space is a breeze.
Rounded corners make room for cords to pull through,
keeping devices charged when tables are grouped together.
Just choose the shape that fits your style and the height
that fits your space, and Simple Tables will do the rest.

IM#: 17-0077740
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SIMPLY COLORFUL
Brand your space or put your individuality on display with
new paint colors designed to express passion in the office.
With thirty-four standard colors to choose from and endless
options with PerfectMatch, turnstone gives you dozens of
ways to create spaces that exude personality and style.

IM#: 16-0068994
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SUSTAINABILITY

SURFACE MATERIALS IN BROCHURE

STATEMENT OF LINE

At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating and

Cover IM#: 13-0004592: Stand Up Square table in Virginia Walnut (25L5) laminate and

Simple Tables

supporting the economic, environmental and social conditions that allow people and

Platinum Metallic (4799) paint.

communities to reach their full potential.
Page 3 IM#: 17-0077733: Simple Rectangular Tables and Simple Round Stand-Up
Research and insights direct our path. It’s not only about creating goods, it’s about

Tables in Bisque Noce (2LBN) laminate and Scarlet (4AQ9) paint. Shortcut seating in

living our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s about expanding our

Element (6337) shell, Arctic White Gloss (4140) paint, cushion upholstery in Kvadrat

reach. It’s about creating lasting and meaningful change to enable the long-term

Coda 2 116. Campfire Slim Table in (2HBN) laminate and Scarlet (4AQ9) paint

wellbeing of current and future generations.
Pages 4-5 IM#: 17-0077759: Simple Round Stand-Up Tables in Crocodile (4AY0)
Innovative products and solutions result. In the development of our products, we

Accent paint and Storm Wenge (2HSW) laminate table top. Scoop Stools in Arctic

work to consider each stage of the life cycle: from materials extraction, production,

White with Kvadrat Hallingdal 407 cushions. Campfire Slim Table in Milk (4242) paint

transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life. We demonstrate performance through

and Milk (2884) laminate.

Square Table
TS4W4242

Rectangular Table
TS4W2448 (24x48”)
TS4W3060 (30x60”)

Round Table
TS4WRND42

Square Stand-Up Table
TS4WCAFE3030

Round Stand-Up Table
TS4WCAFERND30

third-party verified certifications and voluntary product declarations.
Page 6-7 IM#: 16-0073363: Campfire Big Lounges in Billiard Ink (5H22), Simple Lounge
Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions and results are communicated in an annual

Table in Storm Wenge (2HSW) laminate and Midnight Metallic (7246) paint.

Pedestal Tables

Corporate Sustainability Report.
Page 8 IM#: 17-0077740: Simple Round Stand-Up Tables in Bisque Noce (2LBN)
laminate and Scarlet (4AQ9) paint. Shortcut seating in Element (6337) shell, Arctic
White Gloss (4140) paint, cushion upholstery in Kvadrat Coda 2 116.
Page 9 IM#: 13-0004586: Round Stand-Up table in Virginia Walnut (25L5) laminate and
Arctic White (4140) paint. IM#: 13-0004584: Rectangular tables in Virginia Walnut (25L5)
laminate and Platinum Metallic (4799) paint. IM#: 13-0004614: Lounge table in Virginia
Walnut (25L5) laminate and Arctic White (4140) paint. IM#: 17-0077736: Rectangular
tables in Bisque Noce (2LBN) laminate. IM#: 13-0004573: Post leg with casters in

Lounge Table
TS4WLNGE

Platinum Metallic (4977) paint. IM#: 13-0004587: Post leg with glides in Arctic White
(4140) paint.
Page 10-11 IM#: 16-0068994: Simple Table Square Stand-Up Table in Canary (4BH7)
paint and Clay Wenge (2HCW) laminate. Scoop stools in Arctic White with Billiard
Pewter 3549/804. Bivi Big Depot in Arctic White (2L30) laminate.
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